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Reference Slide Title/Text Narration/Media Other Notes Visual

Slide 1 Your Mission Hello Cadets,  this is CPT 

Gold and your mission is to 

determine the six-digit grid 

coordinates for the point on 

the map within a 100-meter 

tolerance without error

If you choose to accept this 

mission please open your 

Top Secret folder now

The > symbol denotes 

timing of on-click 

animations to be sync’d with 

audio.

Pre-instructional Slide

Time: 16-20 seconds

The learner will not interact 

with the visual until they are 

told to open the folder.

Learners will click to 

advance to the next slide. 

(this will simulate opening 

the folder)

Standard View

Level 1 Slide
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Slide 2 Colonel Karzog 

the Heartless

Colonel Karzog the 

Heartless is wanted by the 

military after having escaped 

from lawful custody from 

Fort Gordon, GA prison. 

We have it on good authority 

that Colonel Karzog hideout 

has been spotted here.

Following the instructions  

you will identify the six-digit 

coordinates of his hideout 

and report back to me.

The > symbol denotes timing of on-

click animations to be sync’d with 

audio.

Pre-instructional Slide

Time: 20-25 seconds

< will use the fly in animation for 

both papers 

The learner will click and another 

paper with instructions will be 

presented to them in the folder.

Learners will click to advance to the 

next slide. 

Given the amount of information 

letting the learner have control of 

when to advance is ideal for this 

module

Standard View

Text: Colonel Karzog
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Slide 3 Four-Digit Grid 

Coordinates The lines that form grid 

squares are numbered 

along the outside edge of 

the map as seen here.   

No two grid squares will 

have the same number.

For example, the darken 

grid square address is 

6482.

To determine the address 

of this grid square you 

must start from the left of 

the map and read right 

until you come to 64, the 

first half of your address

Then read up to 82, which 

is the other half. 

Now using the same 

technique determine the 

four-digit address where 

the hideout is located.  

To verify your address 

click on the X.

The > symbol denotes 

timing of on-click 

animations to be sync’d with 

audio.

Instructional Slide

Time: 50-60 seconds

> arrow to demonstrate how 

to reading left and right on 

grid squares

> arrow to demonstrate how 

to read up on a grid square

Learners will interact with 

the slide by watching the 

demonstration and then 

clicking on the X to verify 

their answers

A playback bar will be 

provided if they want to see 

the example again.

Learners will advance the 

slide to continue to the next 

slide to have ample time to 

study this slide. 

Standard View

Will apply the coherence principle by using a simple visual to demonstrate 

how to plot a grid coordinates instead of using realistic map pictures.

No text on Visual

Answer of hideout 6383
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Slide 4 Six-Digit Grid 

Coordinates Determine your address 

to the nearest 100 meters 

by locating the last two 

grid coordinates.  Grid 

square 6383 gives you a 

general neighborhood 

where the hideout is 

located but now you will 

want to narrow your 

search.

To locate the last two grid 

coordinates imagine grid 

square 6383 has 10 lines 

inside it running north 

and south and another 10 

running east and west. 

This makes 100 smaller 

squares as seen here.

The hideout is halfway 

between grid line 63 and 

64. Counting the lines 

reading left to right would 

make your next number 5. 

So the first half of your 

address is 635.

Reading up to where the 

hideaway is located is 

3/10 of the way between 

grid line 83 and 84.  

Therefore, the second half 

of your address is 833

What is the six-digit grid 

coordinate of the 

hideaway?  Click on the 

X for the answer

The > symbol denotes 

timing of on-click 

animations to be sync’d with 

audio.

Instructional Slide

Time: 50-60 seconds

< Have north and south lines 

appear

< Have east west lines 

appear

> arrow to demonstrate how 

to reading left and right on 

grid squares

> arrow to demonstrate how 

to read up on a grid square

Learners will advance the 

slide to continue to the next 

slide to have ample time to 

study this slide. 

A playback bar will be 

provided if they want to see 

the example again.

Standard View

Will apply the coherence principle by using a simple visual to demonstrate 

how to plot a grid coordinates instead of using realistic map pictures.

Answer: 635833
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Slide 5 Recap
Now Cadets it is time to 

recap what we have learned. 

To successful complete the 

mission you must correctly 

put the steps in how to 

identify a six-digit 

coordinate in the correct 

sequential order.  

You will have one attempt to 

complete this task.  Good 

Luck!

The > symbol denotes timing of on-click 

animations to be sync’d with audio.

Recap skills

The learners will participate in 

Sequence Drag and Drop quiz putting 

the steps in order in how to identify a 

six-digit grid coordinate.

Sequence Drag and Drop is a graded 

questions that requires the learner to 

drop and drop items to arrange in 

sequence. All sequence for the 

question must be correct for the 

learner to move forward. 

Learners will have one try

They will move forward if they get 

100% and will be redirected to the 

lesson for review if they fail.

Feedback will be via audio

Correct Response will be Audio

Congratulations you have successfully identify the correct 

sequences in how to identify a six-digit grid coordinate.

Wait a minute we are receiving an report that it was only a 

copycat wannabe villain at the suspected hideout. However, I just 

received an report of another possible hideout.  (slide will 

advance to the assessment)

.

Incorrect Response will be Text:

Sorry that is incorrect please review the lesson and try again. 

(Will use Articulate tool to automatically send learner back to the 

lesson)
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Slide 6 Recap Because of the remoteness 

of this area the RQ7B 

Shadow Drone will be sent 

to these coordinates to gather 

Intel.

You will need to identify 

and record the six-digit 

coordinate within the 100-

meter tolerance without 

error.  You have two minutes 

to complete this task so I can 

provide the information to 

General Atticus.  Good Luck 

Cadet.

The > symbol denotes timing of on-click 

animations to be sync’d with audio.

Assessment Slide

The assessment slide will be a fill in 

the blank which is a graded question 

that requires the learner to enter the six 

digit grid coordinate.  

Learner will need to advance to the 

final slide.

Answer: 339219

Feedback:

Correct Response will be Audio

Congratulations you have correctly identify the correct 

coordinates.

Please print the certificate for future reference. ( I will change 

the result slide to look like a certificate using Articulate tips that 

is provided on their website)

Incorrect:  Sorry that is incorrect please review the lesson and 

try again. (Will use Articulate tool to automatically send learner 

back to the lesson) (Will edit result slide not to give the answer)

Final Test Question
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Slide 7 Conclusion Congratulations you have 

caught Colonel Karzog the 

Heartless. Good job Cadet 

until next time.

Take a few minutes to share 

your thoughts about this 

course.

The > symbol denotes timing of on-click 

animations to be sync’d with audio.

Learners will not interact with this 

screen except to view it. 

Survey 


